1. Description: Select Grade™ Antiquing Release is a color powdered bond breaker used with stamping mats, texturing skins and texture rollers. It also provides accent colors that complement or contrast with the underlying concrete surface. Additionally, it enhances the transfer of the detailed pattern and texture, and prolongs the surface life of the stamping mat or texturing tool. It is compatible with integrally colored concrete, color hardened concrete and stampable cementitious overlays.

Select Grade™ Antiquing Release is a finely ground, streak free powder that is a blend of UV-resistant pigments and water repelling additives. It is broadcast over the concrete surface prior to placing the stamping or texturing tools. As the imprinting tool is pressed into the plastic concrete surface, a portion of the Select Grade™ Antiquing Release is embedded into the textured surface of the concrete. As the tool is removed, it breaks cleanly, without marring the colored concrete surface. Upon washing and sealing, the difference in color between the base concrete and the release creates a visually attractive, antiqued look to the concrete. The added color visually enhances the antiqued color effect desired, tool used, and job or other conditions. For most applications, the antiquing release will be removed during the removal and cleaning process. An antiquing method may also be applied to concrete surfaces and cementitious overlays after the imprinting process has been completed. This is especially critical on windy days. The concrete surface should be lightly troweled before the application. Rougher finishes may require more material to achieve the proper coverage and may retain an excessive amount of release powder after the removal process, thereby affecting the color of the surface.

Immediately prior to the placement of stamping mats, texturing skins or texture rollers, broadcast Select Grade™ Antiquing Release uniformly over the surface with a soft bristled, 6 inch mason’s brush. Apply enough release so that the moist sheen on the concrete surface is covered. Do not apply over standing bleed water. Select Grade™ Antiquing Release should not be broadcast for more than a few feet or from above the knee to minimize drifting outside of the work area. Multiple colors of Select Grade™ Antiquing Release may be used for more unique colorations. Once applied, do not work the surface with a float or a trowel. The surface of the imprinting tools should also be lightly brushed with the release powder.

Timing is critical; applied too early, the antiquing release may be difficult to remove; applied too late, and most of the antiquing release will be removed during the removal and cleaning process.

An antiquing method may also be applied to concrete surfaces and cementitious overlays after the imprinting process has been completed. This method is useful when more accent color is desired on a new installation or as a means of rejuvenating an older, unsealed weathered surface. Detailed information about this process can be found in the Butterfield Color® Perma-Tique™ Antiquing Agent Technical Data Sheet. All information prior to applying Select Grade™ Antiquing Release.

2. Limitations: Select Grade™ Antiquing Release should not be used as the primary coloring agent. It should not be troweled into concrete. Do not use as a curing compound. Select Grade™ Antiquing Release will produce variegated colors and is a function of concrete mix design, timing, method of application and removal, method of imprinting, and weather.

Avoid over application, which may minimize the depth of texture. Cover and protect adjacent surfaces from contamination during application and residue removal. Consider using Butterfield Color® Clear Liquid Release if contamination is a concern, particularly on interior applications or when imprinting cementitious overlays.

Select Grade™ Antiquing Release is retained on the surface by a mechanical bond. It will require an application of a sealer to enhance the longevity of the antiqued coloration.

3. Packaging: Select Grade™ Antiquing Release is packaged in 30 lb. (13.6 kg) plastic pails.

3.1 Shelf Life: Indefinite, when stored in original, unopened containers, in dry storage.

4. Coverage: Coverage varies depending on timing, application, method of application, and finishing techniques, surface texture, effect desired, tool used, and job or other conditions. For most applications, the coverage rate is approximately 3-4 lb./100 sq. ft. (1.4-1.8 kg/9.3 m²) which equates to 750-1,000 sq. ft. (70-93 m²) per 30 lb. (13.6 kg) pail. Note: Creating the antiqued color effect requires skill and practice. Prior to the installation of any job site concrete, make and approve a representative sample for each color effect desired to determine the timing, application rate, finishing, removal, and sealing techniques.

5. Application: Cover and protect adjacent surfaces near the work area prior to applying Select Grade™ Antiquing Release. This is especially critical on windy days. The concrete surface should be lightly troweled before the application. Rougher finishes may require more material to achieve the proper coverage and may retain an excessive amount of release powder after the removal process, thereby affecting the color of the surface.

For professional use only. Read all applicable and current product information for your project: Technical Data Sheet (TDS), Color Chart, Installation Guide, Safety Data Sheet (SDS). All information is available for download online at www.butterfieldcolor.com and at point of purchase.

MasterFormat® Guide Specifications, and Butterfield Color® Architectural Details and Specifications are available for the specifier/designer. All information is available for download online at www.butterfieldcolor.com and at point of purchase.

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. Read all applicable and current product information for your project: Technical Data Sheet (TDS), Color Chart, Installation Guide, Safety Data Sheet (SDS). All information is available for download online at www.butterfieldcolor.com and at point of purchase.

MasterFormat® Guide Specifications, and Butterfield Color® Architectural Details and Specifications are available for the specifier/designer. All information is available for download online at www.butterfieldcolor.com and at point of purchase.
6. Removal: After imprinting has been completed, the residual Select Grade™ Antiquing Release must be removed to prevent tracking and loss of adhesion when a sealer is applied. Do not clean the surface until the concrete has cured for 24-48 hours. Cold temperatures may delay the cleaning process, since the concrete will require a longer cure time. Cleaning too soon may cause complete loss of the antiqued color, as well as damage to the colored concrete substrate. A small area should be test cleaned to evaluate the cleaning process and the resultant colorations.

Sweep or vacuum excess release, and follow by scrubbing with a soft bristled brush and water. Water can be applied with a garden hose or a high pressure wash. With either method, take care not to damage the surface of the curing concrete or remove too much antiqued colorations. Protect adjacent surfaces from runoff. Dispose of all residual materials in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations. The antiquing release is mechanically bonded to the concrete, so the surface must be sealed and maintained to preserve its antiqued appearance over time.

7. Sealing: After Select Grade™ Antiquing Release has been removed from the surface, Clear Guard® Cure and Seal should be applied after the concrete has thoroughly dried for a minimum of 72 hours at 70°F (21°C). Approve final color before the sealer is applied. Sealed surfaces may become slippery when wet. Sealed surfaces will require maintenance. Read the Clear Guard® Cure and Seal Technical Data Sheet before installing product. All information is available for download online at www.butterfieldcolor.com and at point of purchase.

8. Quality Control: Cast a job site sample at least 21 days prior to the installation for approval of color and finish. Utilize all materials, tools, and techniques from the actual job in the mock-up. Consistent batching, pouring, finishing, curing, sealing, and preparation techniques, will ensure the uniformity of architectural concrete. Verify adequate wet and dry slip resistance. Discuss maintenance requirements. Site visits by Butterfield Color, Inc. Personnel are for making technical recommendations only and not for supervising or providing quality control. Maintenance requirements should also be discussed.

WARNING: USE WITH ADEQUATE VENTILATION. APPLICATORS AND ALL OTHER ON-SITE PERSONNEL MUST WEAR AN OSHA-NIOSH APPROVED DUST RESPIRATOR WHILE APPLING OR WORKING AROUND THIS PRODUCT. AVOID CONTACT WITH SKIN AND EYES. WEAR RUBBER GLOVES TO PROTECT SKIN AND SAFETY EYE GOGGLES. CLOSE CONTAINERS AFTER EACH USE. USE GOOD HYGIENE WHEN HANDLING THIS PRODUCT. WASH AND BATH AFTER EACH USE. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN AND ANIMALS. DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY. DISPOSE OF ALL RESIDUAL MATERIAL IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS. READ THE SAFETY DATA SHEET (SDS) BEFORE HANDLING AND USING PRODUCT. ALL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD ONLINE AT WWW.BUTTERFIELDCOLOR.COM AND AT POINT OF PURCHASE.

LIMITED WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER – EXCLUSIVE REMEDY: Butterfield Color, Inc. ("BC") warrants that this product conforms to its published specifications when it is shipped. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS THE EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY AND THERE ARE NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. BC does not warrant any particular method of use or application of the product or its performance under any particular condition. If this product does not conform to its published specifications when shipped, we will replace the product as your exclusive remedy. Any action for breach of the limited warranty or any other liability arising from this product must be brought within 90 days of receiving the product. BC is not liable for consequential damages or personal injury arising from the use, storage or handling of this product.

Suggested Short Form Specification for Butterfield Color® Uni-Mix® Integral Concrete Colorant:
Add Butterfield Color® Uni-Mix® Integral Concrete Colorant to concrete in proportion required to obtain [_______] color and mix according to manufacturer’s instructions. Maintain mix characteristics for all concrete having matching finish. Concrete shall contain a minimum of five sacks of cement per cubic yard and have a maximum slump of 4 inches. Do not use calcium chloride. Place and finish concrete according to industry standards. [Optional: Apply Butterfield Color® Select Grade™ Antiquing Release according to manufacturer’s instructions using [_______] color and imprint using Butterfield Color® Stamping Tools using [_______] pattern according to manufacturer’s instructions.] Cure and seal concrete with 2 coats Butterfield Color® Clear Guard® Cure and Seal with slip-resistive additive according to manufacturer’s instructions.

Suggested Short Form Specification for Butterfield Color® Perma-Cast® Shake-on Color Hardener:
Apply Butterfield Color® Perma-Cast® Shake-on Color Hardener to fresh concrete according to manufacturer’s instructions using [_______] color and a minimum of [_______] pounds per 100 square feet. Apply Butterfield Color® Select Grade™ Antiquing Release according to manufacturer’s instructions using [_______] color and imprint using Butterfield Color® Stamping Tools using [_______] pattern. Seal concrete with 2 coats Butterfield Color® Clear Guard® Cure and Seal with slip-resistive additive according to manufacturer’s instructions.